Human Growth & Development One
How People Grow Study Guide
Name ___________________________________________ Date ________________
1. _______________________________________ said that all problems are a result of one’s sin.
2. _________________________________________ held that the truth would set you free.
3. __________________________________________________ held that you had to get to the pain
in your life – find the abuse or the hurt – and then somehow “get it out.”
4. _________________________________________________ Charismatic sought instant healing
and deliverance: other depended on the Holy Spirit to make the change happen as he live his life
through them.
5. __________________________________, where we learned about God and grew in our
relationship to him.
6. ___________________________ and _____________________ ______________,where we
learned how to solve real-life problems.
7. If you are getting better, it is because you are growing ___________________________.
8. This “_______________ ____________________________” is at the heart of the gospel.
9. Everything starts out with God as the ___________________.
10. When God created humans He put them into ___________________________ first with Him and
then with each other.
11. In the relationship between God and humans, God was the ____________, the _________, and
the _______________________.
12. Adam and Eve order and position in creation was to take care of the _______________ and
_________________________.
13. God’s role was to be the _________________ or ______________________.
14. Our role was to _____________________ on the source.
15. God’s role was to be in ______________________.
16. Our role was to yield to God’s control of the world and to ______________________________.
17. God was the judge of _____________.
18. We are not to judge but to live the ____________________________ apart from judging it.
19. God made the ________________; we are to ________________ them.
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20. The Tempter came along and got them to undo the entire _______________________________
by rebelling against what God had said.
21. To sin means to “__________________________________________________”.
22. Death means to be ____________________________________ “especially from the life of God.”
23. The application of _________________________ is the process of growth itself: it is the
returning of everything to its rightful, righteous place before God.
24. God is the source of ___________________ and _____________________.
25. To return to the ____________________________________ means to get back into relationship
with God and with each other.
26. Redemption is also ____________________________ to God as Lord.
27. To reverse the ______________means to live under submission to him and to reverse the
__________________________ against his rulership in my life.
28. Healing occurs when we _________________________________ to the way God created it.
29. Friendship with other is a key ingredient of the ____________________________________.
30. As is often the case with leaders, talent and ability can be confused with __________________.
31. The body of Christ is a “_______________ and ____________________” entity.
32. We were created to be dependent on ____________ and on ___________________________.
33. Judging has to do with “_____________________________________.”
34. The three elements of helpful evaluation are ________________, _______________________,
and ______________________________.
35. A key component of growth is _____________________.
36. There is a process that takes us from the “foundation” to “_______________________.”
37. One of the biggest obstacles to growth is __________________________________________.
38. Immanuel means “________________________________________.”
39. What does God of grace mean? __________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________.
40. Theologically, grace is _____________________________________.
41. Understanding grace is essential to constructing a _______________ of ________________.
42. ______________________________________ as an addict calls it is the realization that one has
come to the end of himself. Some have called it “ego death.”
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43. ___________________________________ is an important tool to get someone to see his
inability to change and to see his need for help.
44. Sometimes people cannot (or do not) hear the _____________ of confrontation, and they remain
_________________.
45. ______________________________________ is the foundation of any kind of “life building.”
46. His (God’s) principles are a “____________________________________________________.”
47. List of what people need for spiritual growth: ___________; _____________ ____________;
_________________ to _________________; __________________; _________________.
48. People need two sorts of relationships to grow: the ____________ and the ________________.
49. Another way Jesus is essential to spiritual growth is called ____________________________.
50. One of the most important tasks of spiritual growth is to ___________________________ how to
___________________.
51. The opposite of humility is ________________________________
52. _________________________, a defense mechanism that prevents us from suffering rightly.
53. When we are hurt emotionally, ___________________________________________________.
54. What is the Law of Retaliation according to Exodus 21:24? ____________________________
________________________________.
55. What are the three things good relationships involves? _____________________, ____________,
and ___________________________.
56. Evil exists in the form of a ______________________ ________________.
57. Jesus has __________________ Satan’s power by his death, and he has __________________
the Devil’s work.
58. The Greek word for “sympathize” means “_________________________” It indicates that Jesus
“knows” our suffering at much more than an __________________ level, at a very personal one.
59. The Spirit begins the ___________________ of ___________________ by wooing us to Jesus,
and he is working to finish the task.
60. We cannot work on the real issues of our lives if we are ______________________ in our
relationship with God.
61. Growth must begin in a ___________________ ____________________________.
62. The best way to think about the Holy Spirit and growth is to think about a moment-by-moment
relationship of _____________________________ on him.
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63. Life in the Spirit means that we do not “________ _____________________” without him.
64. The miracle of the Holy Spirit’s invasion of our lives is that he is at work within us to
__________________ us and to ___________us and __________ us, but there is still an “us.”
65. The Spirit-filled life is a _________________________ ____________ that surpasses our
strengths and abilities.
66. The Bible teaches we are to do our part by ____________ and the Spirit will do his part by his
_________________.
67. The moment –by moment task is not only one of asking, but of being filled with his __________
and of _________________ to his control.
68. One of the main ministries of the Holy Spirit is that ___________________________________
______________________________.
69. The spirit also knows the truth of our own lives and souls, and he ________________________
_____________________________________________________________.
70. Sometimes the truth leads us to what is ____________________ us.
71. One of the most important things God does in the process of growth is to send us his _________
_____________________________________.
72. Sometimes the Spirit’s calling is ____________________________.
73. The Holy Sprit talks to us all in ___________________________________________________.
74. Everyone’s relationship with God is _________________________.
75. Another way is that the Spirit will bring up an issue from the ________________________.
76. The Spirit is ultimate ___________________.
77. The Spirit-filled life is a progressive one of “_________________________________________
______________________________________________________________.
78. Throughout the Bible, God is spoken of as _______________ and ________________________.
79. Deliverance from demonic oppression sometimes needs to be done by a skilled person who has
done it before and knows the difference between ____________________ strongholds and
________________________ and ______________________________ problems.
80. To help people grow, you must understand the necessity of ____________________ for growth.
81. People’s most basic need in life is ______________________________.
82. Health depends on the amount of _______________ ______________________ people have.
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83. At the emotional level, __________________________ is the sustaining factor for the psyche, the
heart, and the spirit.
84. ___________-___________________________ is always a fruit of ‘other-discipline.’
85. Accountability is not a ______________ for lack of self-control.
86. Accountability can __________________ a problem but it can’t fix it.
87. Accountability is only a ________________________ _____________ to tell him when he needs
more.
88. Grace is something we can’t give ourselves. It comes from outside of us, as _________________
_______________.
89. The head works by _________________, _______________________, and _________________
new information.
90. So for growth to occur, it must include ________________________ where hearts are open with
each other.
91. _____________________ is required throughout the growth process.
92. The process of career growth usually entails ___________________________.
93. One of the most important processes in life is _____________________.
94. We get rid of the hurt and pain by grieving and then keep the _____________________
_________________________ that come with it.
95. Grief is God’s way of getting us ___________________ and ______________ things.
96. The _____________________ __________________________ path is one of reconciling the
creation to the way it way supposed to be.
97. _______________________, ____________________, _____________, ______________,
_________________________, development of talents, and more are all to be present in the
family to give babies what they need to grow up to maturity and completeness.
98. Christ’s acceptance of us is the ________________ for how we are to accept each other.
99. The word _____________________ means “taking to oneself.”
100.

_______________________ involves taking a risk with a negative part of ourselves, letting

someone else know about it.
101.

Direct loving ________________________ is a necessary part of spiritual growth.

102.

_______________should precede truth.

103.

Law brings about two things: _______________and __________________. Romans 4:15.
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104.

Guilt came from being ________________________ from God.

105.

Guilt can be resolved by _____________________________ to God through ____________.

106.

Wrong ____________________ can keep us from feeling forgiven.

107.

________________________ on and ___________________________ Scripture verses about

forgiveness and grace should be a part of their regular diet until they understand what God says
about “no condemnation.”
108.

We can only _______________ God’s forgiveness to the ______________we are confessing.

109.

A “weak conscience” is one that is too ________________ and is ___________________ on

the issues of right and wrong.
110.

The weak conscience comes from too strict a background, wrong teaching, a fear of losing

_______________, or not enough ____________ for someone to find out what is helpful and real.
111.

An ____________________________ of conscience can also keep us from feeling forgiven.

112.

Guilt is ____________-______________________.

113.

The Holy Spirit is always about __________________.

114.

Our ____________________________ makes us aware of right and wrong, and when we

violate a standard, it ____________________ us.
115.

When we commit an offense, we are _________________ of committing this offense.

116.

We should feel sorrowful ____________________ and ________________ for the party we

offended.
117.

External relationships are ________________________ as part of our conscience that can

accuse and condemn.
118.

Anger is a state of _____________________ and _____________________.

119.

Anger is a _______________________-_____________________ emotion designed to

protect what is good and what is valuable.
120.

________________ and _______________ are basically the same force, coming from

different directions.
121.

Guilt was just a ______________________ of a person who had never grown up, and the task

is to grow up.
122.

One of the most destructive causes of “guilt” is _____________________ and

_____________________ isolation.
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